We compute the Hausdorff dimension of the image X(E) of a non random Borel set E ⊂ [0, 1], where X is a Lévy multistable process in R. This extends the case where X is a classical stable Lévy process by letting the stability exponent α be a smooth function, which leads to non-homogeneous processes because their increments are not stationary and not necessarily independent. Contrary to the situation where the stability parameter is a constant, the dimension depends on the version of the multistable Lévy motion when the process has an infinite first moment.
Introduction
For (X t ) t a stochastic process, we define the range of X on a non random Borel set E as the set X(E) = {x : x = X t for some t in E}. We already know that for a typical Lévy process X, X(E) is a random fractal set. Many authors have been interested in producing the dimension properties of the sets X(E). The computation of dim X(E) have been performed under various assumptions on X and E, mainly if X is a stable process, a subordinator or a general Lévy process. For instance, see MacKean [19] , Blumenthal and Getoor [4] , Hawkes [10] , Pruitt and Taylor [22] , Hendricks [11] or Kahane [12] for stable processes, Millar [20] , Pruitt [21] or Blumenthal and Getoor [5] for processes with stationary independent increments. More recently, some results on operator-stable sample paths or additive Lévy processes have been obtained for example in Becker-Kern, Meerschaert and Scheffler [3] , Khoshnevisan, Xiao and Zhong [14] or Khoshnevisan and Xiao [13] . Our aim in this article is to present similar results with the assumption that X belongs to the class of multistable Lévy processes, a natural extension of the stable processes.
The multistable processes have been introduced by Falconer and Lévy-Véhel in 2009 [8] . Their distributions, their Hölderian regularity or their multifractal properties have been studied for instance in [1, 15, 16, 17, 9] . They provide useful models for all applications that deal with discontinuous processes where the intensity of jumps is non-constant. Most multistable processes are non-homogeneous in the sense that their increments are neither independent nor stationary. In this article, we consider only multistable Lévy motions which are the simplest examples of multistable processes.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains the notations. In Section 3, we present the main results on the computation of the Hausdorff dimension of the range. Section 4 is dedicated to statement of useful technical lemmas on multistable processes. All the proofs are gathered in Section 5.
Notations
We first summarise the basic notions of Hausdorff measures on the real line (see Falconer [7] for more details). For a subset E of [0, 1], the diameter of E is defined as |E| = sup{|x − y| : x ∈ E, y ∈ E}. Let β be a non-negative number. For any δ > 0 we define
We call H β (E) = lim δ→0 H β δ (E) the β-dimensional Hausdorff measure of E, and the Hausdorff dimension of E is defined as
The convex hull of E is denoted by c(E), that is c(E) = {tx + (1 − t)y : t ∈ [0, 1], x ∈ E, y ∈ E}. E will be the interior of E, and P will represent the set of partitions of [0, 1]. For A ∈ P, we shall write A = A n if the number of intervals composing A is n, and if
A n i and A n i ∩ A n j = ∅ for i = j, the mesh of A n is defined as
|A n i |. Without loss of generality, A n 1 is assumed to be the first set, that is for all n ≥ 1, 0 ∈ A n 1 . We then introduce the multistable Lévy processes using their Ferguson-Klass-LePage representation. We need for that the following objects:
• (Γ i ) i≥1 a sequence of arrival times of a Poisson process with unit arrival time,
The three sequences (Γ i ) i≥1 , (V i ) i≥1 and (γ i ) i≥1 are assumed to be independent. The Lévy multistable motion defined in [15] is the process
and the Lévy multistable process resulting from the construction of multistable measures in Falconer-Liu [9] is
where
. Both of them define the standard symmetric α-stable
Lévy motion when the function α is constant. We already know that the two processes are linked by the following formula ( [18] , Theorem 8):
Our results involve the following quantities:
Finally, in all the paper, for some parameter β, K β will mean a finite positive constant which depends only on β, and we will use the fact that there exists K > 0 such that for all u ∈ U and all i ≥ 1,
3 Main theorems
Suppose also that inf
Technical lemmas
If we assume also that inf
and
Furthermore, all these equalities also occur with lim inf 
Proofs
Proof of theorem 1
by Frostman's theorem. Let p m a probability measure concentrated on F s.t.
With Lemma 1,
Assume now that inf
The proof for the process X is similar to the previous one. Consider β < min(1, d * (E)) and γ * (E) = max(1, α * (E)). We obtain dim(X(E)) ≥ β replacing α * (c(E)) dim(E) by d * (E) in the previous calculus and α * (c(E)) by γ * (E) Proof of theorem 2
Thus we may suppose that |α * (E) − α * (E)| ≤ ε for ε > 0 as small as we want.
Suppose first that dim(E) < 1.
Let β ∈ (dim(E), 1) and n 0 ∈ N. For each n ≥ n 0 , let {I in , i ≥ 1} be a cover of E by closed intervals such that lim
|I in | β = 0. This can be done since H β (E) = 0. Suppose also that ε is small enough to have β < 
We shall denote c = inf
is a cover of X(E), and {Z(I in ), i ≥ 1} a cover of Z(E). We consider two cases to finish the proof when dim(E) < 1.
We apply Lemma 2 to obtain
Then for a subsequence of n's approaching ∞, almost surely, lim
Letting ε tend to 0, then letting n 0 tend to infinity one finally obtains dim X(E) ≤ βα * (E). Since β was arbitrary, dim X(E) ≤ α * (E) dim(E). Equation (4) leads also to dim Z(E) ≤ α * (E) dim(E) for the same reasons.
(ii): Case α * (E) < 1.
Suppose that ∀i, ∀n ≥ n 0 , α * (I in ) + ε < 1. With equations (1) and (2),
Since
Let us show that lim
|Z(I in )| β = 0 where the convergence is in probability.
|D d (I in )| β tends to 0 in probability. For the same reasons, lim
|D c (I in )| β = 0 in probability, which entails with (5) that lim
Replacing β by βd in the equation (6), we obtain lim
|Z(I in )| βd P = 0, and dim Z(E) ≤ βd. Letting n 0 tend to infinity one finally obtains dim Z(E) ≤ βα * (E).
Suppose now that dim(E) = 1.
The result is obvious for the process X and for the process Z if α * (E) ≥ 1 so we consider only the case α * (E) < 1. As previously, the result is a consequence of the equation (6) . Let β > 1, n 0 ∈ N, n ≥ n 0 and {I in , i ≥ 1} be a cover of E by closed intervals such that lim
Suppose also that d = sup i,n≥n 0 α * (I in ) < 1. Equation (6) and its consequences are still available:
Proof of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4
Let us prove Theorem 4 first. Suppose that 0 ∈ A n 1 for all n ≥ 1. Since inf
Let us show that dim X(E) ≥ min(1, lim sup
Then we consider three cases.
With the two inequalities (7) and (8),
) and the result comes from Lemma 3.
(ii): Case lim sup
If for all n ≥ 1 and all i = 1, ..., n, d * (E ∩ A n i ) < 1, we obtain as previously
Otherwise, there exists n 0 ∈ N and i 0 ∈ 1, n 0 such that
With Lemma 3, lim sup
In order to get Theorem 3, replace X by Z and
Remarks:
exists and is equal to dim X(E): indeed the inequality (7) becomes
Lemma 3 gives also in that case dimX(E) = lim
Proof of Lemma 1 By Proposition 6.1 of [15] , the logarithm of the characteristic function of X(t)−X(s) satisfies for s ≤ t:
and by Proposition 2 of [18] ,
Accordingly
and for all θ,
We obtain then for (s, t) ∈ U 2 , using the Parseval's formula:
Using the same inequalities and (10) instead of (9), we obtain also
Assume now that inf s∈U s > 0, sup 
Now the previous calculus gives 
y h ′ (ωy )+h(ωy ) log(y) |h(x)| > 0, we may choose K 1 > 1 and K 2 > 1 such that for all |ξ| ≥ 1,
The end of the proof consists of showing the inequality for these three terms. For the first term, (2) gives:
Now for every (s, t) ∈ I 2 j , Theorem 2 of [2] leads again to
is the result of the Lemma Proof of Lemma 3 Notice that
α is a C 1 function so there exists K > 0 such that the following inequalities hold:
Then, in order to prove equality (3), we use the inequality (11) to obtain d * (E ∩ A n i ) ≤ K |A n | + d * (E ∩ A n i ). This implies that Equality (3) comes from the fact that d * ≤ d * . To obtain the second result of Lemma 3, we may replace d by α using (12), (13) and (14) instead of (11) 
